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Executive Summary
Countries meeting in Rio de Janeiro in the summer of 1992,
in Berlin in the spring of 1995, and now in Kyoto, Japan, in December 1997 have struggled with the question of how best to respond to potential global climate change. Although the news
headlines have centered on how much control of “greenhouse gas”
emissions countries would undertake in a global treaty, an equally
crucial issue is the choice of how to control emissions under any
such treaty — the choice of “policy design” or “regulatory instrument” embodied in the terms and structure of the global legal regime.
Greenhouse gases (GHGs) include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and several other trace gases that trap heat in the earth’s
atmosphere. The set of regulatory instruments that might be used
to control GHG emissions in an international treaty includes: internationally harmonized policy measures; uniform emissions reductions by each country; emissions reductions by each country
with the flexibility to trade units of emissions abatement across
countries (tradeable allowances); and coordinated emissions taxes.

Cost-Effectiveness
Flexible regulatory instruments such as a market-based system of tradeable emissions allowances can help mitigate the conventional dilemma of costs versus environmental protection —
achieving more environmental protection and more innovation at
less cost than the alternatives. Experience with national environmental regulation such as the control of SO2 emissions to combat
acid rain provides some basis for optimism about the efficiencies
to be gained from an emissions trading program. Studies suggest
that an international market-based system of tradeable allowances
could achieve a given level of GHG emissions control at global cost
savings of 50 percent or more compared to inflexible quantity controls. A trading system also would stimulate greater innovation
and diffusion of lower-emissions technologies and practices. Allowance trading appears even better suited to GHGs than to control
Jonathan Baert Wiener is associate professor at the Law School and
the Nicholas School of the Environment at Duke University. Previously he was the senior staff economist for environmental and regulatory issues at the White House Council of Economic Advisors (CEA),
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of SO2, because of the relative absence of local environmental impacts (hot spots) and because of the very wide range of GHG emissions abatement costs across countries, increasing the “gains from
trade.”

Global Coverage
At the international level, the choice of regulatory instrument
confronts an additional factor not ordinarily critical at the national
level — participation. Whereas national environmental regulation
is adopted by majority rule and, therefore, can bind dissenting interest groups and geographic regions, at the international level
each country can be bound only by its voluntary assent. Thus the
choice of policy design at the international level must pay acute
attention to the incentives it creates for, or against, participation
by sovereign nation-states. Without participation by developing
countries, a climate treaty might reduce emissions in wealthy countries only to see emissions increase in developing countries. This,
of course, would thwart the environmental objectives of the treaty
at significant economic cost to industrialized nations (and deter
initial action by wealthy countries who fear this very result).
Harmonized policies, uniform emissions controls, and coordinated emissions taxes would offer no direct incentives to developing countries to join the treaty. But a system of allowance trading
would attract participation by developing countries which could earn
profits from selling emissions allowances (and, at the same time,
it would ease the costs of participation by wealthy countries). Because virtually universal participation in any climate treaty will
be essential to its environmental and economic success, this coverage-expanding feature of a market-based regulatory instrument
for GHG control is of enormous importance.

Implementation
Proposals for an efficient market-based policy design to control GHG emissions have not earned universal acclaim. Some doubt
the ability to initiate, monitor, manage and enforce an international emissions trading market to ensure real reductions in global GHG emissions. These concerns apply generically to any policy
that would constrain emissions, with or without trading; and a
market-based policy would actually ease these concerns somewhat.
Other concerns — about transaction costs, market power, and nation-state meddling — are germane to an international marketbased system. These concerns would need to be addressed in the
design of an international allowance trading system.
2

Politics
The more worrisome problem is that adoption of efficient markets for GHG emissions control may be blocked by the distortions
present in political markets. Individual countries and interest groups
may favor globally inefficient policy designs that would, nonetheless, be more to the liking of these interests. Persuading the world
that market-based policy designs are efficient may be of little help
in surmounting the coalition of interests arrayed against efficiency.
Some may oppose GHG allowance trading because they advance moral and fairness objections to trading pollution allowances.
Yet, such a system could offer both improved pollution control and
improved relative economic standing for poorer countries. Others
may oppose GHG allowance trading because their real agenda is
social change in industrialized countries, not cost-effective protection of the global climate. And others, worrying that allowance trading could invite too little, or too much, stringency in the control of
GHG emissions, may be pursuing their concerns about the optimal
stringency of control by a flank attack on the regulatory instrument for control.
Most interesting, and most troubling, is the possibility that
certain industry and national interests may benefit from an inefficient GHG emissions control policy that hurts them a little while it
much more substantially raises their economic rivals’ costs. Industrialized countries with low domestic emissions abatement costs
might be opposing global allowance trading because it would enable
their rivals with high domestic abatement costs to purchase equally
low-cost abatement services worldwide. An inflexible control regime might be globally inefficient, but it could be an effective weapon
for rivalry among competing countries with varying costs of abatement. This strategy of “predation through regulation” might explain some of the observed opposition from industrialized countries
to a global market-based policy design, and the preference of these
countries for allowance trading only among industrialized countries.
In a related vein, diplomats from both developing and industrialized countries might oppose allowance trading because they feel
better able to control official centralized government aid. They may
even feel their power base threatened by a system that would empower the decentralized decisions of market actors.
Thus, the problem is not just that policymakers must weigh
how much to protect the climate and that they must choose the
most efficient policy design for how to protect the climate, but also
that efficient market-based policy design must do battle in the po3

litical marketplace. Efficient climate policy requires developing not
only an efficient policy design, but also a political constituency for
efficiency.

Introduction
At the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, virtually all of
the world’s countries signed the Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), establishing the basic blueprint for global
collective action to manage the threat of the greenhouse effect.1
The FCCC called on industrialized countries to take actions to limit
their emissions of “greenhouse gases” (GHGs), such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and other gases, with the aim of keeping these emissions no higher than their 1990 level in the year
2000.2 Developing countries are also obliged to take measures to
limit emissions, but with no quantitative goal.3
In 1995, the governing body of the parties to the FCCC met in
Berlin and announced a plan to negotiate a more rigorous constraint on GHG emissions, particularly for the period after the year
2000. The agreement envisioned in this “Berlin Mandate” was to
be adopted at the parties’ meeting in Kyoto, Japan, in December
1997.4
Throughout these negotiations, a crucial issue has been the
choice of “policy design” for the treaty — what kind of legal structure would be created, and what impact that structure would have
on key outcomes such as costs, environmental effectiveness, incentives, innovation, fairness, participation, trade, and related
matters. This paper does not attempt to resolve the scientific controversies surrounding global warming. Thus, it does not consider
such questions as whether GHG restraints would have a worthwhile impact on global climate. It assumes that restraining GHG
emissions may become an important international commitment,
and examines policy alternatives for meeting that objective.
Whatever overall target is set for how much climate protection is warranted, a variety of policy designs could be employed to
achieve that goal — each with its own set of advantages and disadvantages. Experience with domestic environmental regulation has
shown that the choice of policy design has an enormous influence
on these key outcomes just noted. Smart policy design can help
mitigate the conventional dilemma of costs versus environmental
protection — achieving more protection at less cost than old style
uniform control policies.
In the late 1980s, proposals for a global climate change re4

gime centered on command-and-control requirements to mandate
specific, uniform fixes in specific sectors of the economy. New
climate policy proposals were introduced by the United States in
late 1989, and by Norway about a year later, to employ more flexible, performance-oriented policy designs — such as tradeable emissions allowances and emissions taxes — that provide incentives to
reduce emissions in the most cost-effective ways. In 1992 the
FCCC endorsed an informal version of tradeable allowances, dubbed
“joint implementation” (JI), in which countries (or their private
sector actors) can reduce global GHG emissions via projects outside their national territories.5

A system of joint implementation could protect the global
climate most effectively at least cost, stimulate innovation, and mobilize the resource and technology flows to
developing countries.
As negotiations toward a binding constraint on emissions have
gathered steam in the last three years, interest has intensified in
the design of efficient policy instruments, such as a formal system
of tradeable emissions allowances. Such a system could protect
the global climate most effectively at least cost, stimulate innovation, and mobilize the resource and technology flows to developing
countries that will be crucial to engaging those countries in avoiding rapid future emissions growth.
In preparation for the Kyoto meeting, the United States has
officially proposed that a formal international system of tradeable
emissions allowances be incorporated into the climate treaty.6 Over
2,000 economists, including several Nobel laureates, have signed
a statement endorsing this general approach.7 Despite their attractiveness, these proposals for efficient market-based policy design have not earned universal acclaim. Concerns have been raised
about the ability to initiate, monitor and manage an international
emissions trading market to ensure real reductions in global GHG
emissions — concerns about allocating allowances, deterring free
riders, preventing cross-border emissions “leakage,” establishing
“baseline” forecasts of business-as-usual emissions, and monitoring compliance.
These concerns, however, apply generically to any policy that
would constrain emissions. When compared to an emissions limitation policy that did not employ flexible market-based incentives,
5

a market-based policy would actually ease these concerns. Other
concerns — about transaction costs, market power, and nationstate meddling — are germane to a market-based system, and need
to be addressed in its design.8
The more worrisome obstacle to the adoption of efficient policy
design for climate change is the political economy of global regulation: individual countries and interest groups may favor inefficient
policy designs that would cost global society but would be more to
the liking of these interests. Persuading the world that marketbased policy designs are efficient may be of little help in surmounting the coalition of interests arrayed against efficiency.
The problem is not just that policymakers must weigh efficient versus inefficient policy designs, but that efficient marketbased policy design must do battle in the political marketplace.
Efficient climate policy requires developing not only an efficient
policy design, but also a political constituency for efficiency.

The Challenge of Climate Change Policy
Whether or not a major new climate accord is reached at Kyoto,
the complex and difficult issues of global climate policy will be a
defining challenge of the post-Cold War era. The stakes in global
climate policy — including ecological and human health, prosperity and poverty, trade competitiveness, technological change — are
probably the largest of any environmental policy issue. Rapid and
significant global warming might yield damages that dwarf those
caused by traditional environmental policy problems like regional
acid rain and local habitat loss. But rapid and significant curbs on
GHG emissions could also yield social costs that dwarf those imposed by traditional environmental laws.
Agreement on global climate policy is so difficult because the
issues are so complex, the impacts of policies are potentially so
large and so unevenly distributed, and the costs of erring in any
direction are very high.

Global Impacts
The impacts of GHG emissions are essentially global. Each
molecule of carbon dioxide (CO2) — the most abundant GHG — emitted anywhere on the planet has essentially the same global effect
on the heat-trapping ability of the earth’s atmosphere. The same
is more or less true for most of the other major GHGs.
Hence, in contrast to pollutants like airborne toxic substances,
there are essentially no local “hotspots” of environmental impacts
caused by higher local GHG emissions. The global impacts of re6

ducing GHG emissions are independent of where the emissions
abatement takes place.
One implication of globally spread impacts is that the atmosphere is a global open-access resource, and its protection is a global “public good.” A given GHG abatement effort has global
environmental impacts that everyone shares, and no one can be
excluded from sharing the benefits of abatement (indeed, the individual abater is likely to receive only a tiny fraction of the global
benefits of her abatement efforts).9 In addition, the costs of abatement would be borne today while the benefits would largely accrue
to future generations. Thus, if GHG abatement is costly to the
provider of that abatement, it is highly likely that private markets
and individual countries — absent some kind of international cooperation — will invest in substantially less GHG abatement than
would be desirable from a global collective point of view.
This is a straightforward implication of the theory of the “tragedy of the commons.” Each individual country would prefer to avoid
the costs of abatement while enjoying the shared benefit of others’
abatement (to “free ride”). If all countries adopt this strategy, there
will be an undersupply of abatement effort.10 If so, without some
collective constraint on use of the open-access resource, it will
likely be overused — in this case, overloaded with GHGs.

Global Emissions Sources
The sources of GHG emissions are globally dispersed. In every country, virtually every human activity directly or indirectly
emits GHGs: fossil fuel and biomass combustion, leaks from natural gas pipelines and coal mines, clearing forests and grasslands,
wet rice farming, raising ruminant animals such as cattle and
sheep, using nitrogen fertilizers to grow crops, disposing of wastes
in landfills, manufacturing nylon, etc. All countries have opportunities to emit GHGs. They also have opportunities to reduce GHG
emissions, especially given the opportunity to expand GHG sinks,
such as forests, which remove GHGs from the atmosphere.
Although most GHG emissions currently emanate from
wealthier countries, over the next three decades the balance is
forecast to shift to poorer countries, where emissions are currently
growing much faster than in wealthy countries.11 Moreover, constraints imposed on some but not all countries could induce GHGemitting activities to shift to unconstrained countries — the problem
of cross-border “leakage.”
Leakage may result in the short term because reduced demand for energy (or reduced supply of timber) would change world
7

market prices and increase the quantity of energy consumed (or
timber harvested) elsewhere. In the longer term, leakage would
occur because businesses could relocate to unconstrained countries.
Thus, a climate treaty must be nearly universal in breadth if
it is to avoid competitiveness distortions, and to accomplish effective global environmental protection. The competitiveness concern appears to be motivating the U.S. Senate to oppose ratification
of any treaty that does not bind developing countries as well.12 The
environmental downsides of “leakage” could warrant nearly global
coverage even if there were only minimal competitiveness effects.
Thus the policy design adopted in the climate treaty must find a
way to maximize coverage of both industrialized and developing
countries.

Varying Costs and Benefits
The costs and benefits of GHG emissions abatement vary widely
across countries. Abatement costs vary because national differences in technology and economic structure (among other factors)
make avoiding future emissions much less costly in some places
than in others. One study found a 50-fold difference in GHG abatement costs just within the membership of the European Union.13
Variation in abatement costs across the entire world, including
developing countries, Eastern European countries, and the Former
Soviet Union, as well as industrialized countries, is likely to be
much greater. This variation in abatement costs implies that,
just as with all sorts of other goods and services, there is comparative advantage and thus gains from trade in GHG abatement services.
Abatement benefits also vary because, although the climatic
effects of GHGs on the atmosphere are spread globally, countries
vary in the physical damage that a given increment of climate
change would induce. Some countries may be particularly vulnerable to sea-level rise, storm surges, changes in precipitation, and
changes in ocean circulation and monsoon patterns. Other countries may be more resilient or might even stand to gain from some
global warming (e.g. colder countries where growing seasons could
expand in a warmer world).
Countries may also vary in how much value they place on
avoiding equal physical damages due to climate change. For example, wealthier populations might be more inclined to invest
scarce social resources in climate protection than might poorer
populations struggling to address other more immediate priorities
for survival and prosperity.14
8

Thus beneficiaries of climate protection may need to offer side
payments to induce cooperation by countries uninterested in, or
averse to, limiting GHG emissions. “International transfers ... are
likely to serve as both the building blocks of globally optimal action
and the cement of global cooperation.”15

Uncertainty About Costs and Benefits
Climate policy is surrounded by enormous uncertainty. There
is great uncertainty about the rate and impacts of climate change
(and hence about the benefits of climate protection policy). There
is also great uncertainty about the costs of emissions abatement.
“Top-down” macroeconomic models tend to show high costs of GHG
control; “bottom-up” technology-based analyses tend to show low costs
or even long-run benefits.16
Because of the enormous uncertainty about the benefits and
costs of emissions abatement, the optimal (net-benefit-maximizing) constraint on emissions is very incompletely characterized.
Some argue that the optimal near-term climate policy, in light of
such uncertainty, would be to impose no immediate constraint on
emissions, but rather wait a decade or so while gathering further
information and building institutions for adaptive decisionmaking.17
Hasty adoption of climate policy under great uncertainty could yield
“dangers of error and backlash”18 — policy mistakes that undermine the long-term effort to prevent possible undesirable climate
change.
It may even be that the impacts of gradual near-term global
warming would be innocuous or even benign.19 Longer term or
rapid global warming, however, might cause substantial damages.20
Some also point to the “supplementary benefits” of GHG emissions
control, such as reductions in urban ozone (smog) and sulfur particulate pollution as fossil fuel combustion is reduced.21 But a complete analysis requires equal attention to the problem that the
reduction in GHGs and associated changes in other pollutants could
also cause “supplementary harms” (countervailing risks), such as
reduced CO2 but increased CH4 from natural gas leaks, or the risks
of non-fossil energy sources.22
A full analysis of the optimal GHG emissions constraint is well
beyond the scope of this paper, nor is it the point of this paper. The
point here is to analyze the choice among policy designs to implement a climate policy (“how to” control GHGs), not the optimal degree of policy stringency (“how much” to control GHGs). If no
constraint is warranted, the choice of policy design is moot. But if
some limits on emissions might be warranted — or if they might
9

be adopted by diplomats, regardless of what economists advise —
then the choice of policy design is crucial.

International Legal Rules and Institutions
The international institutional context is different from the
legal institutions for environmental policymaking under national
law. The decision-making rule is quite different. There is no
majority rule in international law. In general, a country can be
bound by the terms of a treaty only if the country agrees to become
a party to the treaty.
International treaties are thus more analogous to negotiated
multiparty contracts than to majority-vote legislation.23 Each party’s
cooperation depends on its perception of its own gain, which in
turn depends in part on its perception of whether other parties are
likely to keep their end of the deal. Cooperation is essential and
delicate.24

An international climate change treaty must be not only
collectively attractive, but also individually attractive to
every signatory.

This institutional arrangement prevents any sovereign nation from being bound by an international law from which it dissents. But it also enables each nation to act as a holdout, insisting
on conformance to its interests as the price for its assent. And
uncertainty about others’ likely cooperation may induce widespread
non-cooperation (free riding) even though all would be better off
under a cooperative regime.25 As a result, an international climate change treaty must be not only collectively attractive (improving global well-being), but also individually attractive to every
signatory (improving each nation’s well-being).
The voluntary assent voting rule inhibits the “tyranny of the
majority,” but it also makes international treaties difficult to negotiate. It reduces the costs imposed on dissenters, but increases
the costs to the group of taking any action.26 It enables the “tyranny of one” — each nation whose cooperation is needed can hold
up and distort the entire treaty.27 The costs to the entire group of
negotiating a consensus treaty are high both in terms of the opportunity cost of the time and effort needed to craft a successful consensus, and in terms of the collective gains foregone when individual
countries object on parochial strategic grounds.
10

Meanwhile, in order to encompass all GHG emissions sources
and to prevent “leakage,” as noted above, climate protection warrants
nearly universal global breadth of treaty coverage, at least of present
and future major emitters. Achieving universal coverage under a
unanimous assent rule requires a policy design that attracts widespread voluntary participation by sovereign nation-states.
Meshing an international climate treaty with the diverse legal cultures of the participating countries will be a significant challenge. An international climate treaty will cover numerous
countries with varying national interests, different legal systems,
and diverse cultures. Their interests in environmental protection
and in other social priorities will vary widely. Many countries important to a climate treaty may have legal and cultural traditions
that are less “market-friendly” than are U.S. norms. Even in the
United States, environmental law has only lately begun to shift
from central planning to market-based approaches.

The Efficiency of Climate Policy Design
Several different policy designs might be adopted in global climate change policy. Each would have different consequences for
efficiency, innovation, distributional equity, participation, and related outcomes. No policy design is perfect; the challenge is to
select the best design from among several imperfect alternatives.
Normative regulatory theory counsels selection of the policy option
that maximizes overall global net benefits (including both environmental and economic consequences, and including qualitative and
intangible factors as well as quantified factors), and that achieves
a given goal most cost-effectively.
If climate protection is a global public good warranting some
collective emissions constraint to prevent overuse — or if international political actors are headed toward agreement on some emissions constraint, regardless of a careful optimality calculation —
there remain important choices about which kind of policy design
to employ. In principle, societal constraint on the use of an openaccess resource may take many forms. They include:
• allocation of rights to use certain areas or amounts of
the resource and to exclude others, thereby inducing
the owner to face the costs of overuse and to conserve
the resource appropriately (“private property”);
• rules of social reciprocity inducing mutual restraint
within a community that shares the resource in common (“common property”);
11

• collectively legislated requirements regarding the technology of resource use (“command-and-control regulation”); and
• collectively legislated requirements regarding the
quantity or price of resource use, inducing users to
face the social costs of overuse and to conserve the
resource appropriately (“reconstitutive regulation”).28
Global climate policy involves a public good that is difficult to
parcel into private domains (the atmosphere), and involves a large
and heterogeneous population (the entire world) that seems unlikely to negotiate efficient private bargains or to embrace shared
community norms. Hence the regulatory forms of societal constraint have attracted the most attention.
The “reconstitutive” regulatory designs — tradeable allowances29 and emissions taxes30 — have several important advantages over their less flexible command-and-control counterparts.
Chief among these is greater cost-effectiveness — the ability to deliver a given environmental benefit at lower cost, or to achieve
greater environmental benefits at a given cost. Cost-effectiveness
is a key criterion under the FCCC, which states in Article 3(3) that
“policies and measures to deal with climate change should be costeffective so as to ensure global benefits at the lowest possible cost.”
But cost-effectiveness in emissions abatement is not the whole
story. Several other attributes of policy options warrant examination as well, including incentives for innovation, resource flows to
developing countries, and incentives for countries to join the agreement and expand its geographic coverage.

Policies and Measures
One option to constrain emissions is to adopt a treaty that
obliges parties to engage in coordinated or harmonized policies and
measures. For example, the treaty could impose global automobile
fuel economy standards (similar to the CAFE standards in force in
the United States) or energy efficiency standards for appliances
and industrial processes.31 Or the treaty might even require global
installation of specific emissions control technology, such as CO2
scrubbers on all new coal-fired power plants built after 2020.32
These approaches are similar to the tradition of centralized
“command-and-control” environmental regulation adopted in many
U.S. laws over the last 25 years. It may be hard to imagine international negotiators formulating worldwide design standards for
specific technologies, but the prospect should not be discounted.
12

While the negotiations on the FCCC were underway at the Palais
des Nations in Geneva in 1991, another group of diplomats was
meeting down the hall behind a door labeled “Group on the Design
of the Automobile.”
A different version of “harmonized policies” could involve a
global agreement to phase out subsidies for emissions-intensive
activities, such as subsidies for coal mining and combustion, for
certain agricultural exports, and for deforestation.33 Energy subsidies alone account for a significant percentage of current global
GHG emissions.34 This approach would be similar to the tariffreduction rounds of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), but focused on domestic subsidies of GHG-emitting sectors. Because each country could perceive competitive disadvantage if it eliminated its own subsidies unilaterally, international
agreement might be necessary to “disarm” these subsidy regimes
in partnership.

The United States is moving to adopt market-based performance policies that allow flexibility in the location of abatement efforts among emitters.

Reducing subsidies could be highly cost-effective. But harmonized emission control policies could be highly cost-ineffective.
Requiring all countries to adopt the same policy measure would
take no account of the variation in abatement costs across countries, nor of the variation in policy contexts. A harmonized policy
that makes sense in one country might make little sense in another.
Uniform technology standards could be even worse. Experience with technology standards in the United States has indicated
that: (1) they impose high costs; (2) do not necessarily limit emissions effectively; (3) tend to involve end-of-pipe controls, which ignore more cost-effective process changes and which induce
emitters to shift pollution from one medium to another; (4) tend to
involve special requirements on new sources, which discourage
innovation and encourage emitters to keep older, dirtier equipment in operation longer; and (5) tend to squelch technological innovation because emitters see no gain to developing a technology
different from the one mandated by regulation.35
U.S. environmental policy, therefore, is moving to adopt performance-based policies that limit emissions or concentrations but
13

leave the choice of compliance method up to each emitter.36 This
compliance flexibility encourages diverse cost-effective approaches
and technological innovation. Further, the United States is moving to adopt market-based performance policies that allow flexibility in the location of abatement efforts among emitters.37 It would
be ironic if the international climate change treaty were to ignore
this learning and adopt a high-cost, low-innovation approach to GHG
emissions control.

A Quantity Constraint (Targets or Caps)
A frequently discussed policy design for climate change is a
performance-based quantitative limitation on emissions — imposing a “target” or “cap” on emissions. The FCCC sets a “fuzzy” target, obliging industrialized countries to take steps to limit emissions
with the “aim” of returning to the 1990 level by 2000. In the talks
flowing from the Berlin Mandate, other targets have been suggested,
such as reducing industrialized country emissions in the year 2010
to 5 or even 15 percent below their 1990 level.

Inflexible: National Caps
A policy design commonly advocated in the climate negotiations would require each country to cap its emissions at a certain
target level by a certain date, acting on its own. These national
caps would add up to a global aggregate constraint on the quantity
of emissions.
Compliance with such caps would have to be monitored by an
international body, based on national reporting of emissions inventories, with international verification. The regime would impose penalties on violators for exceeding the caps or reporting false
information.
Inflexible caps would allow each nation the choice of domestic
abatement options — intra-national flexibilty — and in this performance-based respect would be more cost-effective than a treaty
imposing harmonized policies or technology standards. But inflexible caps would not take advantage of the variation in abatement
costs across countries, and so would be less cost-effective than a
set of caps with cross-national flexibility in the location of abatement.

Flexible: Allowance Trading, JI, and Banking
An alternative to inflexible national caps is a flexible quantity-based policy in which countries accept national caps, but have
14

flexibility where abatement occurs (cross-national, spatial flexibility) and when abatement occurs (temporal flexibility).
Spatial Flexibility. The global impacts of GHG abatement are
independent of the location of that abatement, yet the costs of GHG
abatement vary widely across countries. Thus, allowing flexibility
where abatement occurs — “spatial” or “locational” flexibility — can
offer significant cost savings. Just as with other desireable goods
and services in an economy, where opportunities vary, there are
potential gains from trade; all benefit via mutual cooperation.
Two types of international markets in cross-boundary emissions trading have been proposed. One is a formal market, a system of tradeable allowances or “cap and trade.” In this market, the
international agreement sets a treaty-wide cap on emissions, and
allocates an initial total of GHG emissions allowances (privileges
to emit) to each participating country for each year. National governments then sub-allocate these allowances to subnational entities (the private sector), which hold allowances and conduct trades.
The allowances are fungible and may be traded internationally.
Organized exchanges arise to facilitate trades. At the end of each
year, each country’s report of its actual emissions (verified by an
international monitoring body) is compared to the allowances held
by its emitters; if the country’s emissions exceed its allowances, it
is subject to sanctions.

Allowing flexibility where abatement occurs can offer
significant cost savings.

In this formal market system, businesses in countries with
low-cost abatement options will sell allowances at a profit, and businesses in countries with high-cost abatement options will purchase
allowances rather than incur the high cost of local abatement. The
aggregate abatement will be the same — the global cap will be
achieved — but the location of abatement will be different than
under an inflexible caps approach, because here the high-cost abaters will invest in abatement services provided by low-cost abaters.
The prospect of earning a profit on allowance sales will encourage
businesses to devise lower-cost ways to reduce emissions. This
system is similar to the model used in the U.S. sulfur dioxide allowance trading system enacted in 1990 to control acid rain.
In an “informal” market, the international agreement sets
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national obligations to reduce emissions, but does not allocate formal allowances. Instead, each country is bound to achieve its
emissions obligation and may meet that obligation in part through
contracts for abatement services outside its territory.
Emitters seeking to invest in abatement services may purchase “credits” for emissions abatement from projects in other countries, including projects in host countries not subject to emissions
caps. In order to determine whether these credits represent real
reductions in actual emissions, abatement must be measured
against baseline forecasts of what emissions would otherwise have
been at the host project.
The system of “joint implementation” (JI) launched by the FCCC
corresponds to this informal market model. Because the 1992 FCCC
does not set a binding quantitative cap on emissions, a formal system of tradeable allowances was not germane. Instead, during the
FCCC negotiations, the United States proposed in 1991 that the
FCCC allow countries to enter into “cooperative arrangements” to
limit emissions. At about the same time, Norway similarly proposed that countries implementing measures to limit emissions
under the FCCC should be allowed to do so “jointly.”38 Hence the
term “joint implementation,” or “JI.”
But JI hit a bump in 1995. Article 4(2)(d) of the FCCC directs
the Conference of Parties (COP) to “take decisions regarding criteria for joint implementation,” and at its first meeting in Berlin in
March 1995, the COP set criteria for a “pilot phase” of JI to last no
longer than until the year 2000. This pilot phase allows JI but, in
deference to countries which expressed concern about licensing a
full market in GHG abatement services, it expressly disallows the
receipt of any “credits” for extraterritorial abatement investments.
Without credits to record in satisfaction of their own emissions abatement obligations, there is little incentive for emitters
to invest in JI.39 The prices that investors do offer for no-credit JI
projects will be so low that far fewer hosts will be interested in such
deals. The pilot phase has thereby created a political Catch-22 for
JI. If no one participates in the pilot phase, critics will label JI a
failure; but if there is substantial participation, critics will assert
that credits are unnecessary.
Temporal Flexibility. A second form of flexibility involves the
timing of abatement. Because capital investments such as large
electric power plants last a long time, it can be much less costly to
match abatement efforts to the turnover of the capital stock. Some
businesses might want to wait until current equipment is scheduled to be replaced and then make very large emissions reductions. Other businesses might be ready to make very large
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emissions reductions right away and would want to apply these
extra reductions to future years.
The mechanisms for temporal flexibility are typically dubbed
“banking” and “budgets.” Under “banking,” emitters assigned yearly
emissions caps would be able to “save” extra reductions achieved
in early years for later “withdrawal,” allowing for less stringent caps
in future years. Emitters might also be permitted to “borrow”
against future caps by emitting more than their caps in the early
years and then repaying via tighter caps in the future. Under a
“budget” approach, emitters would be assigned aggregate caps over
several years with the flexibility to spread these emissions over
the period as they see fit.

Flexible policy provides more cost-effectiveness, greater
incentives for innovation, resource flows to developing
countries, and is more likely to attract expanded participation.

Temporal flexibility could reduce costs, but it would not generate all of the advantages of spatial flexibility. Temporal flexibility
would not, for example, generate resource flows to developing countries. And although the spatial location of emissions does not affect global environmental impacts, the timing of emissions may
well affect global environmental impacts. Earlier emissions have
more long-lasting impacts, hence earlier abatement may be more
environmentally protective than later abatement.40 If so, “borrowing” of future years’ allowances may require payment of a positive
“interest rate,” i.e. higher future reductions, to render it environmentally equivalent.
Quantifying the Advantages of Flexibility. Flexible policy design
has substantial advantages over inflexible constraints and technology standards. Flexible policy provides more cost-effectiveness,
greater incentives for innovation, resource flows to developing countries, and is more likely to attract expanded participation.
A system of international tradeable emissions allowances
would accomplish the cost-effectiveness gains from spatial flexibility. A simple example is shown in Table 1 for a world of two countries, A and B. Requiring each country to install a particular
emissions control technology, such as a scrubber, would require A
and B to each spend $40, for a total cost of $80.
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An inflexible quantity constraint, requiring each country to
cut its emissions independently by 20 percent, results in a global
emissions total of 8, at a cost of $50. Allowing locational flexibility
under the quantity constraint — creating a market for emissions
abatement services, in which the high-cost abater (B) can pay the
low-cost abater (A) to reduce another unit (from 4 to 3) on B’s behalf
— yields the same global emissions total of 8, but at a global cost of
only $20. A earns at least $10 in payments from B in return for A's
extra abatement. The global cost savings of $30 (below the $50
total cost of the inflexible uniform policy) would be shared by A and
B as profits for A (above its cost of $10) and/or savings for B (below
its next best option at $40).
Numerous studies of policies to limit GHG emissions show
that allowing global flexibility in the location of GHG emissions abatement would cut the estimated global cost, compared to an equal
constraint on emissions without such flexibility, by roughly 50 percent.41 Actual estimates of cost savings vary depending on the
stringency and timing of the emissions constraint, the countries
covered by the constraint, the countries eligible to participate in
the emissions trading system, and other factors.

Numerous studies show that allowing global flexibility
in the location of GHG emissions abatement would cut
the estimated global cost by roughly 50 percent.

In the climate policy context, a potential 50 percent cost saving is likely to be huge. Several models suggest that a best estimate of the total global cost over the next five decades of holding
GHG emissions in the industrialized countries to 20 percent below
their 1990 level by the year 2010, without flexible policy design,
would be almost $2 trillion (in a range from $1.5 trillion to $8 trillion).42 Hence a 50 percent cost saving offered by spatial flexibility
would mean saving about $1 trillion or more.
One recent study by several of the world’s top climate economists, using four different energy-economic models, found that
adopting spatial flexibility would reduce the costs of a stringent constraint (in which industrialized countries must reduce emissions
by 20 percent below 1990 levels by the year 2010, and other countries are unconstrained) by 70 percent. (The study found that adopting both spatial and temporal flexibility would reduce costs by a bit
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more, up to 80 percent.)43
This study also found that the cost saving due to spatial flexibility was greater than the cost saving realized by adopting a somewhat less stringent, but still inflexible, constraint: delaying an
inflexible 20 percent emissions reduction below 1990 levels to the
year 2020 instead of the year 2010 cut costs by 30 percent; and just
capping emissions inflexibly at 1990 levels after the year 2000 cut
costs by 60 percent. Moreover, these weaker but inflexible constraints would also mean lower climate protection benefits, which
the efficient policy designs would not entail.44 In other words, selecting an efficient policy design can be more important than making some adjustments to policy stringency.
Still, these models remain imperfect representations of reality. They might overstate cost savings because, for example, they
typically omit the “transaction costs” involved in arranging contracts for trade in emissions abatement services.45
On the other hand, they might understate cost savings. The
models generally consider cost savings only across regions and omit
possible additional cost savings among countries within regions.
They also typically examine only energy-sector CO2 abatement opportunities, whereas reducing emissions of methane (CH4) from
energy systems, and decreasing CO2 via storage in forest sinks,
would open even lower-cost abatement options.46 Moreover, innovation spurred by flexibility could further reduce costs.
Maximizing cost-effectiveness saves resources for important
social goals, such as reducing poverty, improving health care, reducing local pollution, and supporting education. Lowering the price
of abatement can also be expected to increase the amount of abatement undertaken — making GHG emissions control less costly enables the group of countries to “buy” more emissions control than
they otherwise would.
In addition, the new opportunity to profit by selling GHG abatement services motivates emitters and other entrepreneurs to devise better ways to control emissions. This would spur technological
innovation and further improve the cost-effectiveness of global
emissions control.47
Furthermore, this policy design has built-in inducements to
expand the breadth of treaty coverage, reducing free riding and leakage. More industrialized countries can be expected to join an international treaty if the costs of participation are lower, and more
developing countries would join if they could earn revenues from
allowance sales. A market-based policy would channel resources
and technology to low-cost abaters in return for allowance sales.
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Since low-cost GHG emissions abatement opportunities appear to
be more plentiful in developing countries and in Eastern Europe,
where older energy systems need upgrades and carbon-storing forests can be protected or expanded, the market-based approach promises substantial resource flows to these areas.
Indeed, studies suggest that under a globally inclusive market-based policy in which industrialized countries must stabilize
or cut their emissions at or below 1990 levels by 2010 (and developing countries can emit as much as they would have emitted with
no climate policy in place, or earn revenues for selling reductions
from that level), the financial value of international payments for
abatement would dwarf total official Overseas Development Assistance and might even match or exceed the total of all resource
flows, public and private, now going to developing countries.48

Gains to developing countries would both save abatement costs to industrialized ones, help improve the
prosperity and health of people in developing countries,
and broaden participation on the climate treaty.

Even more striking is the finding in some of these studies
that the developing countries would be net losers under an industrialized country-only emissions control rule (without trading), because the reduction in imports and economic growth in the
industrialized countries would reduce the export earnings of developing countries.49 These studies indicate that developing countries would be net gainers — better off than if no action were taken
by anyone — under a policy that restricts industrialized countries’
emissions and allows them to obtain abatement services worldwide (unleashing a major new revenue stream for developing states).50
These gains to developing countries would both save abatement costs to industrialized ones, help improve the prosperity and
health of people in developing countries, and broaden participation
on the climate treaty. These resource flows would help put developing countries on a lower-emissions economic growth path —
bringing lower-emissions technologies and practices to countries
that otherwise might increase their emissions so rapidly that costly
emissions controls undertaken by industrialized countries would
be of little global effect. Gaining development country participation
in any GHG emissions control effort seems essential to any effec20

tive climate treaty; without it, industrialized countries’ abatement
efforts would be futile and competitiveness-conscious industrial
states would not participate to begin with. A market-based policy
would create an automatic mechanism and powerful incentives for
industrialized countries to invest in developing countries, and for
the latter to see abatement as a new source of economic value and
foreign investment earnings.
These gains from a GHG emissions abatement market are
not purely speculative. Similar results have been demonstrated in
practice with the markets that have been created to address regional pollution problems. The United States has used marketbased approaches to phase out lead (Pb) in gasoline, to cut emissions
of sulfur dioxide (SO2) as a means to reduce acid rain, to control
urban pollutants in Los Angeles, and to control overharvesting of
fisheries. The cost savings in the lead and SO2 cases were substantial, at least 50 percent, compared to a control policy in which
no trades were allowed.51 And the SO2 experience suggests that
the more cost-effective market-based policy enabled the Congress
to “buy” more pollution control than it would have if control were
more expensive; Congress had an implicit social budget constraint,
and it “spent” up to that budget at the estimated price per ton of SO2
for different options. The SO2 policy also stimulated significant
technological innovation and energy efficiency investments. New
Zealand has successfully used market-based policy to manage its
fisheries.52 Internationally, there is precedent in the Montreal
Protocol’s limited market in CFC production.
GHGs may be an even better subject for a market-based policy
than these successful antecedents. Unlike SO2 and urban pollution hazards, most GHGs involve no problem of local “hotspots” in
which emissions “bunching” through allowance purchases could
escalate local damages. And the diversity of abatement costs for
GHGs is likely to be larger than the range for SO2 and other regional pollutants.

A Price Constraint (Taxes)
A constraint on the price of GHG emissions — a global GHG
tax, or a system of coordinated national taxes — could, in principle,
generate the same cost-effectiveness gains as quantitative constraints on emissions with tradeable allowances. Compared to a
quantity-constrained system of tradeable allowances, a tax would
pose less risk of high cost overruns. The tax would fix the upper
end of the price that emitters would pay, whereas allowance prices
would be uncertain and could escalate. But the tax would offer less
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certainty that emissions would be abated than would a quantitative limit on emissions. Which risk is of greater social concern —
cost overruns or emissions overruns — would be important in choosing between a quantity-based constraint and a price-based constraint.53
A tax would avoid the transactions costs of the emissions abatement market, though it would involve the major administrative
costs of estimating and collecting the tax. An international or nationally coordinated tax system would raise thorny questions about
who collects the revenues, who controls the use of the revenues,
and on what criteria. By contrast, a market in emissions abatement services would leave the financial decisions in the hands of
many decentralized private decisionmakers, each investing in a
small part of the overall market.
A tax system would require the same monitoring and compliance enforcement systems as quantity constraints. Someone must
check to be sure emitters are paying taxes on their full emissions.
But the tax policy might be circumvented by unobservable national
tax cuts and subsidies targeted to counteract the burden of the
GHG tax on high-emitting industry sectors. The complexity of national tax codes could make it very difficult for outsiders to monitor
full compliance with a GHG tax. Although tax relief and subsidy
games might also be played to cushion domestic industries from
the costs of complying with quantity-based policy designs, these
strategies would not influence the total emissions of the country
under a quantity-based regime, whereas they would influence the
total emissions under an international tax regime.
In addition, emitters can be expected to oppose taxes (or auctioned allowances) which force them to pay for every unit of their
emissions. Allowances issued to emitters for free (such as in proportion to their historical emissions) do not force emitters to pay
for all their residual emissions. Similarly, technology-based standards and inflexible quantity constraints do not charge emitters for
their base emissions.
Thus emitters can be expected to lobby in particular against
emissions taxes and allowance auctions.54 This political pressure
makes adoption of a GHG tax less likely, and it makes surreptitious circumvention of any international GHG tax that is adopted
even more likely.
Perhaps most importantly, unlike a market in abatement services, an international GHG tax would not create an automatic
mechanism and incentive for resource transfers to developing countries, which are a key to getting developing countries engaged in
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GHG emissions abatement efforts on terms acceptable to them.
Although the tax revenues could be used for foreign aid to developing countries, the revenues could also be retained for national fiscal purposes (e.g., deficit reduction, as is assumed in many models
which estimate low costs of a GHG tax). Using the tax revenues for
international transfers to poorer countries would mean a highly
visible increase in official government foreign aid, which might
face political opposition in both donor and recipient countries. A
formal allowance market would accomplish these transfers via decentralized private sector trade, not government aid.

The Politics of Climate Policy Design
Efficiency is about aggregate gains; political adoption is largely
about the distribution of gains and losses.55 In contrast to normative regulatory theory, positive regulatory theory seeks to explain
not which policy design is optimal, but which policy design actually
gets adopted by political decision makers. If political calculations
diverge from socially efficient calculations, adopted policy will diverge from efficient policy.
Countries have multiple objectives in the climate change
negotiations, and categorizing countries’ policy views in any simple
way is fraught with error. Nation-states are thinking not only about
climate protection benefits but also about numerous other considerations. For example, they are concerned about (1) their competitive economic status with respect to current and potential rivals;
(2) their autonomy and sovereignty; (3) principles of fairness and
moral dessert; (4) domestic social and economic goals unrelated to
climate change or for which climate policy is a convenient vehicle;
and (5) global environmental protection.
The decision of each country to favor or oppose any treaty proposal is a multi-level, multi-player “game,” involving the national
government; different political factions and different branches
within the national government; subnational jurisdictions (states,
provinces); non-governmental organizations (NGOs) representing
environmental interests, industry interests, and other interests;
and other groups. Political decision makers consider not only their
countries’ national interests but also their own power, prospects
for reelection, and other personal goals.
Meanwhile, although much theoretical and some empirical
scholarship has been undertaken on the political economy of U.S.
environmental policy,56 much less has been conducted on the political economy of international environmental regulation.57 The
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fact that many countries have expressed concerns about a market-based approach to controlling GHG emissions, despite the advantages of such a policy design, suggests the need for this research.
If emissions trading is so great, why is it so hard to get it adopted?

The Coalition in Favor of Efficient Policy Design
The United States is now pressing for the creation of a full
formal market in tradeable GHG emissions allowances as a prerequisite for signing an emissions limitation agreement in Kyoto.
The June 1997 draft protocol circulated by the State Department
would establish a market-based system of formal international allowance trading among countries covered by emissions caps, and
it would confer official credit on joint implementation (JI) projects
undertaken in other countries. It also would allow intertemporal
flexibility through saving and borrowing, with an interest rate to be
charged on borrowing.
The United States is joined in its support of a cost-effective
policy design by countries including Norway, Japan, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. These countries tend to be high-cost abaters for whom a cost-minimizing policy design would be important.58
The United States and New Zealand are also two of the countries
with the most extensive national experience in employing allowance trading;59 and the Nordic nations have recently conducted experimental GHG allowance trading games.60
The industrialized advocates of tradeable allowances get some
support from some low-cost abaters who seek the resource flows
from allowance sales — such as Costa Rica, Poland, the Czech Republic, and possibly Mexico and South Korea. These countries may
prefer to earn revenues without incurring caps, however, and thus
tend to endorse JI (with credits) more vocally than a cap and trade
system.
International support for a GHG tax has been less visible.
Economists tend to model a cost-effective policy as a tax, but few
countries have advocated such a policy. This may reflect emitting
countries’ hesitation to impose costs on every unit of their residual
emissions; they would prefer tradeable allowances allocated in proportion to historical emissions (or some other non-auction
method).61 In the early 1990s, France proposed an international
carbon tax, with the proceeds to be put in an internationally managed fund and used to finance purchases of low-GHG-emitting energy technologies in developing countries. This proposal probably
had less to do with France’s advocacy of cost-effective policy than
with France’s prospect of making profits. It might hope to sell its
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nuclear energy technology to developing countries newly financed
by the fund, and to face low compliance costs under such a tax in
light of its heavy reliance on nuclear energy for its own electricity.

The Coalition Against Efficient Policy Design
The sources of opposition to GHG allowance trading are varied
and not always clear. Several intuitive hypotheses, in part or in
concert, may help explain the observed opposition to tradeable allowances at the international level. These hypotheses are as yet
empirically untested and are not necessarily descriptive of any
party’s actual views.

Market Defects
Objections to allowance trading may derive from genuine concerns about the functioning of a market-based policy design at the
international level. The legal and analytic weaknesses of international institutions pose special problems for market-based policy
design not present at the national level.
Concerns have been raised about the ability to initiate, monitor and manage an international emissions trading market to ensure real reductions in global GHG emissions — concerns about
allocating allowances, deterring free riders, preventing cross-border emissions “leakage,” establishing “baseline” forecasts of business-as-usual emissions, and monitoring compliance. These
concerns, however, apply generically to any international policy that
would constrain emissions. When compared to an emissions limitation policy that did not employ flexible market-based incentives,
a market-based policy would actually ease these concerns.62
Allowance trading would defuse the allocation impasse by enabling post-treaty reallocations to ease the distortions of initial allocations. It would offer built-in incentives for participation by both
wealthy and poorer countries (lower costs for the former, and allowance sale revenues for the latter), thus reducing free rider and
leakage problems. And a cap and trade regime would be no worse
than inflexible policy in its measurement, monitoring and compliance functions.
Monitoring and enforcement would be necessary under any
treaty that sought to limit countries’ emissions, whether the treaty
employed allowance trading or not. The political motivations that
help explain nation-states’ reluctance to invest in optimal protection of global public goods, and their opposition to the adoption of
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efficient market-based policies, might also contribute to opportunistic evasion or shirking once a treaty is adopted. All international law is vulnerable to noncompliance. A treaty with formal
allowance trading would employ the same monitoring and enforcement methods as a quantity-based treaty without trading. Countries would report their national emissions inventories, which would
be subject to independent verification. If a country’s emissions
exceeded its allowed total for that year, such noncompliance would
subject that country to agreed penalties, including fines (perhaps
levied against bonds posted by the country in advance) and perhaps
multilateral trade sanctions. But a market-based treaty would enable better compliance assurance than a treaty without allowance
trading. First, trading would reduce the costs of compliance, thus
reducing the incentives to violate the treaty. Second, a wider arsenal of penalties could be brought to bear on the violator, including reducing the country’s future allowance allocations pro rata for
its past exceedances. Third, under an allowance trading system,
new constituencies would arise to favor compliance and lobby in
favor of strong national enforcement, such as holders of shares in
the allowance “futures” market who would stand to lose if future
allocations were curtailed.

A market-based treaty would enable better compliance
assurance than a treaty without allowance trading.

Some argue that a system of tradeable GHG allowances is a
“political non-starter” because developing countries will refuse to
accept caps, and industrialized countries will refuse to make large
resource transfers.63 But any binding control regime will face difficult political hurdles, and a cap and trade system has important
advantages over the alternatives. Resource transfers via allowance sales can make accepting phased-in caps (with future growth
headroom) attractive to developing countries. It is hard to see how
developing countries could be engaged in any emissions control
without such resource flows. Proposals for national taxes or harmonized policies would not generate such resource flows, so they
would fail to engage developing countries. Without developing countries on board, industrialized country action to limit global emissions would be frustrated by rapid emissions growth in developing
countries, and by leakage that could offset industrialized country
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constraints. Moreover, industrialized countries would be highly
unlikely to constrain their own emissions without developing country participation, given industrialized countries’ fear of the competitive disadvantage from GHG leakage to developing countries.64
Meanwhile, wealthy countries would undertake the large resource transfers contemplated under a cap and trade system because these resource transfers would be a bargain. They would
yield significant (50 percent or more) cost savings compared to a
policy that constrained emissions but did not allow wealthy countries to purchase abatement services in low-cost developing countries. And these resource transfers would be handled via myriad
small private transactions, which would not raise the political specter
of official foreign aid.
In contrast to these generic concerns, certain problems are
particularly germane to an international market-based climate
policy. These include the problems of high transaction costs in the
JI and allowance markets; market power; and meddling in the international market by national governments.
Transaction costs can be increased by limits and conditions
imposed on JI and allowance trading. They can be reduced by formal allowance trading on organized exchanges.65 But proposals to
reduce search and negotiation costs through centralized allowance
purchasing and selling agents (such as the World Bank or a G-77
sales office) would only create new problems of market power.66
Market power is especially a concern if the market involves a
small group of countries, a narrow scope of gases and sectors, cartels or state-run players (such as a state-run energy company in a
large allowance seller such as China or Russia), and if the voting
rules enable strategic exclusion of candidate new members.67 Because there is no international antitrust law, the GHG allowance
trading market will need to be designed to deal with market power
on its own terms. The market would need to require sub-allocation
of allowances to private sector entities, could retain a central reserve of allowances to deploy against price manipulation, and should
include customized competition rules for the GHG allowance market.68 Still, effective antitrust enforcement against nation-states
may be difficult, to say the least.69
National government meddling in the global allowance market may include border taxes, limits on trading, exercise of market
power by state-run businesses, and expropriation of allowances or
of JI projects. Efforts by American states to interfere with the U.S.
SO2 trading system were rebuffed under the free trade doctrine of
the U.S. Constitution’s “commerce clause.”70 Such practices by
nation-states might likewise be inhibited by the international law
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governing free trade (GATT/WTO), but this depends on the untested
question of the applicability of such trade law to a novel object of
trade like GHG emissions allowances.71

Morals
Some may oppose cost-effective policy design because their
goal is not climate protection per se but rather moral condemnation of those responsible for pollution. In this view, what is most
important is the moral statement society expresses in law, not the
consequences of the law. This philosophy seeks to blame and punish those who cause high emissions, not to achieve efficient or
optimal correction of market “externalities.”72 It views pollution as
ethically wrong, not economically inefficient. From this vantage
point come arguments that tradeable allowances would amount to
“licensing the right to pollute.”73

The moralist view overlooks some practical realities and
promotes the very evil it would punish.

The moralist view overlooks some practical realities. Under
an allowance trading system, industrialized emitters would pay to
reduce emissions -- they would still have to shoulder the burden of
generating global emissions reductions. Second, any policy amounts
to a “license to pollute” unless it is a total ban on emissions. Inflexible national caps, harmonized policies, and technology-based
standards (all of which the moralists often prefer to trading) would
all license countries to emit significant amounts of GHGs. Moreover, whereas GHG taxes and tradeable allowance systems make
the emitters pay for their emissions (by paying the tax, purchasing
allowances, or foregoing the revenues they would earn by selling
their allowances), the alternative policies license countries to emit
for free. Once the polluter installs the specified technology, or meets
the cap, the remaining pollution is free of charge. Hence tradeable
allowances would force polluters to pay more effectively than the
inflexible policies the moralists tend to favor.
Furthermore, there is a moral irony here. The moral claim is
that the person who causes higher emissions is blameworthy and
should be punished irrespective of the pragmatic consequences.
But the case for tradeable allowances argues that because they are
more cost-effective than alternative policies, and because they pro28

vide continuous incentives for technological innovation and diffusion, tradeable allowances would lead countries to undertake more
emissions abatement than they would under alternative, highercost policy designs. They also would attract more countries to join
the emissions control regime. If so, then those who oppose tradeable allowances and favor inflexible policy designs (on moral or other
grounds) would be the people directly responsible for increasing global
emissions. The anti-trading moralist would thus cause higher emissions. The moralist view promotes the very evil it would punish.74

Fairness
A related but distinguishable view is that fairness requires
the industrialized countries to “take the lead” in controlling GHG
emissions first, before developing countries are asked to make any
sacrifices in this effort. On this view, flexible policy designs such
as tradeable allowances may be letting industrialized emitters off
“too easy,” letting them pay their way out of their “fair share” of
sacrifice.
Even some who would tolerate allowance trading or JI also propose that it be limited to a small percentage of a wealthy country’s
total compliance to ensure that these wealthy nations shoulder
their costs mostly at home.75 Leadership by industrialized countries is seen as “fair” because they are wealthier, or because they
have historically contributed the bulk of the elevated atmospheric
concentrations of GHGs (they have “used up the common space”),
or both. It would be unfair, in this view, to make poorer developing
countries worse off for a problem caused by wealthier nations.
Whether or not one agrees with these fairness claims, they do
not counsel rejection of flexible cost-effective policy designs such
as allowance trading. In fact, allowance trading would be more fair
to developing countries than alternative policy designs. Industrialized countries would “take the lead” under an allowance trading
system; they would pay the costs of global emissions abatement.
The initial allocation of allowances is a matter of political bargaining, but developing countries would almost certainly demand and
receive allowances with generous “headroom,” roughly enough to
emit up to their baseline forecasts. Hence the burden of most or all
of the reduction from the global baseline forecast would be allocated initially to industrialized countries. Moreover, developing
ones would thereby be able to sell large quantities of extra allowances at a profit — a new and valuable asset which they formerly
did not have. Far from asking developing countries to sacrifice,
this arrangement would be a great boon to developing countries
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even as it reduced global abatement costs. As discussed above, a
treaty controlling emissions in industrialized countries without
allowance trading would hurt developing countries as well by decreasing wealthy nations’ demands for imports from the developing
countries. The latter would be net losers, even worse off under
such a treaty than under no treaty at all. But a treaty employing
allowance trading would reduce the loss of developing countries’ export sales to industrialized countries by reducing the abatement
costs on them), and moreover would deliver resource flows to developing states from allowance sales.76 The combined result is major gains
to developing countries from an allowance trading treaty — they would
be net winners, even better off than under no treaty at all.77

Hoping for industrialized countries to “take the lead”
without any constraint on developing countries'
emissions growth is wishful.

The basic logic of international law and of allowance trading
markets — voluntariness — precludes any treaty in which developing countries are asked to sacrifice beyond their desires. Treaty
compliance requires voluntary assent. Developing countries would
not join a treaty that disserved their interests. Thus as a purely
practical matter, the treaty must make them better off. The same
is true of each allowance transaction or JI project; it must make
the involved developing parties better off, or the transaction will
not occur. JI and allowance trades are voluntary arrangements
that necessitate mutual benefit.
Saying that industrialized countries must control emissions
at home, not overseas, is profoundly unfair to developing countries.
It assumes a zero-sum game in which sacrifices by industrial countries are gains for developing ones, but the real world does not work
that way. It ensures a treaty in which developing economies are
net losers, whereas under allowance trading they could be net gainers. Requiring industrial countries to act only at home is like insisting that rich people must only spend their money in rich
neighborhoods, and never invest in poorer neighborhoods. Denying developing countries the revenues from GHG allowance sales
in the name of fairness to them is particularly ironic, given that
many (notably excepting small island states) probably would put far
more value on the benefits they would reap from allowance sales —
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in prosperity and in control of local pollutants — than they would on
global climate protection.Hoping for industrialized countries to “take
the lead” without any constraint on developing countries’ emissions growth, and for such a move to lead developing countries by
persuasive example, is wishful. Industrial countries concerned about
competitiveness will not do so; the result will be no treaty at all.
If such a treaty were adopted, it would likely be counterproductive. Leakages and increased emissions in developing countries could offset or exceed abatement in industrial ones. Leakage
would make developing economies more GHG-intensive and, thus,
less likely to join the treaty in the future.78

Social Engineering
A different perspective favoring high-cost climate policy may
be held by those whose real agenda is a transition from “hard path”
to “soft path” energy systems and from high-consumption to lowconsumption lifestyles in industrialized countries. Many groups
have been fighting for decades to replace fossil fuels and nuclear
energy with solar power and energy conservation. The climate
policy negotiations may just be another venue for this social agenda
to be pressed. These social engineers may oppose cost-effective
climate policy designs because, by easing the costs on industrialized countries, such policy designs could reduce the pressure on
them to shift to wholesale alternative energy systems and to change
their high-consumption lifestyles. Allowance trading will encourage conserving forests in developing countries and investing in
new energy technologies in developing areas. Hence the social
engineers criticize JI and tradeable allowances or try to limit the
scope of overseas abatement services to a small fraction of industrial countries’ compliance measures, arguing that these states
should bear most of the costs at home.
It may well be true that optimal energy policy would induce a
greater shift to solar power and conservation than does present
policy. Fossil fuels may be underpriced (at least in the U.S.) compared to the optimal price when their environmental impacts are
included. A better solution to this problem would be full social-cost
pricing of these fuels and products, not an inefficient climate policy.
Building excessive costs into a climate policy has all the downsides
articulated previously (including higher cost, less climate protection, and less participation). It also thwarts the protection of the
world’s forests and investments in technological innovation for de31

veloping countries. If social engineers want a technological reformation, they should favor it in these countries as well as in industrial ones.

Stringency Gaming
Opposition to tradeable allowances might also be a move to
exert leverage over the stringency of the policy constraint. Such
games might be played by both sides.
Advocates of aggressive climate protection may be withholding support for trading until it is paired with a stringent cap. They
may fear that trading is so complex or open to abuse that it will not
result in effective emissions limits. Or they may simply realize
that trading is desired by high-cost abaters and thus can be used
as a bargaining chip to extract concessions on the stringency of
the cap. Even if these advocates like trading, they may initially
say they oppose it as a ploy to twist the arms of those who oppose a
stringent cap.
Meanwhile, skeptics of aggressive climate policy may fear the
opposite: that cost-effective tradeable allowances would be an alltoo-alluring “fast train to the wrong station.” They possibly fear
that the cost-saving claims of trading will entice countries to blithely
adopt overly stringent quantity-based emissions limits which are
then resistant to relaxation even as costs escalate.
These two opposing critiques can lead both agressive advocates and skeptics to say they favor a high-cost policy design. Of
course, the stringency of climate policy should be chosen with great
care. But gaming policy stringency by promoting a high-cost policy
design is a very dangerous tactic — both parties might just get
what they are asking for. The aggressive advocates risk imposing
a very costly treaty or getting no treaty at all. The skeptics’ gambit
of urging a higher-cost “slow train,” in the hopes that it will derail
any GHG limitations agreement, may just invite a much more costly,
inflexible treaty design.

Rent-Seeking
Another source of opposition to cost-effective policy design and
tradeable allowances may be those who would profit from an inefficient, high-cost policy. It is now common to explain national regulatory policy choices as the result of “rent-seeking” — political pressure
by special interests who gain economic favors from distortionary policies.79 In the climate policy context, the rent-seekers (and their
potential victims) view the treaty as a negotiation over competitive
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advantage, not environmental protection. At least three hypothetical kinds of rent-seeking seem helpful in explaining the observed
opposition to tradeable allowances for GHG control.
The first is trade rivalry. Some countries may favor high-cost
policy designs because, even though such a policy would cost them
something, it would cost their trade rivals far more. In particular,
low-cost abater countries may favor costly policies that sock it to
their high-cost abater trade rivals. These low-cost abater countries are acting as predators, seeking to exploit the heterogeneity
in abatement costs across countries for competitive gain.80 Tradeable allowances would give every country the same chance to find
low-cost compliance options worldwide, depriving the predators of
the opportunity to burden their rivals.
Second, some countries may see the negotiations as a zerosum game, in which the costs they impose on other countries
amount to benefits for their country. For example, some may think
that high costs imposed on industrialized countries will hold back
their economic growth and thus help developing countries to “catch
up.”
Third, rent-seeking may be occurring within countries’ political regimes. Allowance trading would assign to the private sector the
role of transferring resources from industrialized countries to developing countries, through myriad decentralized transactions. But powerful interests in governments in both industrial and developing
countries may prefer to keep control over these resource transfers
in central government hands. Consider that the diplomats negotiating the treaty often come from the very government agencies and
elite cliques which would be enlarged and enriched by the task of
handling these resource transfers. Riding herd on private sector
transactions might be much more difficult for these government officials, and letting the private sector handle such wealth might even
undermine the political position of elites in some countries.

Applying the Hypotheses
These positive political hypotheses can be assessed in a preliminary way in terms of the positions taken by opponents of JI and
allowance trading in Europe and among developing countries.

Europeans Opposition to Trading
European opposition to tradeable allowances may be based on
misunderstanding, on disagreement about the merits of allowance
trading, and on the failure of trading advocates to explain the mer33

its and allay concerns. Europe has little experience with environmental allowance trading, and may not share U.S. confidence in
this policy design.81 Still, other reasons may also underlie European opposition.
Europeans may be suspicious of the United States and of allowance trading, until the latter agrees to an emissions target.
Many environmental groups in the U.S. acid rain (SO2) debate favored allowance trading only after it was connected to a stringent cap.
Europe, in particular Germany, may be guided more by a
Kantian perspective in which the solution to pollution is moral conduct (cease polluting) rather than a Benthamite perspective in
which pollution is seen as a market failure to be corrected by market pragmatism. From this perspective it may make little sense to
consider flexible schemes of reallocation; the simple solution is for
each country to “act properly.” Combined with the lack of experience with trading in practice, this perspective may explain Europeans’ response that allowance trading is “just not the way we think
about these things.”

Preliminary evidence suggests that the industrialized
countries which oppose or would limit allowance trading are also the countries who face low abatement costs.

Domestic political constituencies in Europe may dislike trading, perhaps based on moralist, fairness, or social engineering
grounds. And these groups and Green Parties may be even more
influential in European politics than are their counterparts in U.S.
politics. Environmental groups in the United States used to be
generally hostile to allowance trading, until several policies using
tradeable allowances were adopted over many environmental groups’
objections and then proved successful (e.g. the lead phasedown and
the CFC phaseout). The role of the Environmental Defense Fund
(EDF) in helping design the SO2 trading system for acid rain control
may also have reduced objections. Nowadays, one hardly hears the
moralist critiques of trading (“license to pollute”) in the United
States; the debate is almost entirely a pragmatic discussion of which
policy designs best accomplish desired goals. It may take time and
experience, and philosophical change for the positions of European
environmental groups and Green parties to evolve in this direction.
Of most concern is the possibility that European opposition
reflects predatory trade rivalry among industrialized countries.
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Industries in Europe may want to impose higher costs on their
rivals in the U.S. and Japan by insisting on non-tradeable, CO2
only controls, which the Europeans would be able to meet at lower
cost than could their rivals. Flexible and comprehensive policies
would erase this cost advantage for European industry. Preliminary evidence suggests that the industrialized countries which oppose or would limit allowance trading are also the countries which
face low abatement costs, relative to the industrialized countries
which favor allowance trading.82 Meanwhile, the EU proposal for
the treaty to be adopted in Kyoto would allow differentiation of GHG
control obligations within an EU “bubble.” This suggests that the
EU can favor flexible policy design when its own interests warrant
— that its objections to global allowance trading are strategic, not
substantive or philosophical.83
Thus, in addition to other explanations, European opposition
to cost-effective allowance trading may derive from the preference
of both European environmentalists and European industries for
an inflexible, high-cost policy design.84 If so, this opposition will be
difficult to overcome. It will likely be couched in moralist language
for public relations purposes.85 Empirical studies are needed to
test this hypothesis and reveal such strategic rent-seeking against
trade rivals if indeed it is occurring.

Developing Countries Opposition to Trading
The majority of developing countries (voiced through the G-77
negotiating bloc) seem opposed to allowances trading.
As with European opposition, much may be based on inexperience and misunderstanding, on the failure of trading advocates to
explain the merits and allay concerns, and on genuine disagreement about policy merits. Still, there may be other reasons for
opposition.
Developing countries may see climate policy as a zero-sum
game in which losses to industrial ones are gains to themselves.
They may think that high costs and slower growth imposed on industrial countries will enable developing states to “catch up” economically. But this perception is surely wrong, as discussed above
because costs to industrial countries mean reduced imports from
developing ones, which harms the latter’s economies; developing
countries would be worse off economically under an inflexible industrialized emissions constraint and better off under a global allowance trading regime.86
Developing countries may resist accepting any cap on their
own emissions, even if it is coupled with large resource transfers.
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But, if this is so, they must be assessing their ability to increase
emissions indefinitely as more valuable than the revenue they
would receive for allowances. This suggests that expected allowance prices might be too low to attract the participation of developing countries.
In particular, these countries may fear “carbon colonialism”
— the prospect that industrialized countries would exercise power
over their economies through allowance purchases. Sometimes
this fear is expressed as a concern that the best abatement options
of developing countries will be “skimmed off” by industrial ones,
leaving only more costly abatement options in the future when caps
become binding on all nations.

Developing countries may fear “carbon colonialism” —
the prospect that industrialized countries would exercise power over their economies through allowance
purchases.

But developing countries could just set allowance prices to
reflect the full long-run opportunity cost of giving up the allowance.
If the price is too low, the allowance would not be sold. If the allowance is sold at a price that covers the opportunity foregone, then in
the future developing countries would have sold the attractive abatement option, but they would also have the even more lucrative return on investment from the revenues received for the allowance.
This fear, like the fear that caps will constrain economic growth
more than the allowance sale revenues will stimulate it, probably
reflects real doubts about the competitive efficiency of the allowance trading market. Developing countries fear that allowance
prices will not cover long-run costs because price competition by
other similar states will prevent raising prices to full social value,
and because market power exercised by industrialized countries
will depress prices. This market power could take the form of a
monopsony purchasing agent (e.g. the World Bank) or the asymmetric information and expertise held by wealthy countries which
are adept at playing the global markets game.
A related issue is that developing countries may fear intrusive exploitation of their resources by former colonial powers. They
may worry that their land would become controlled by industrial
investors, such as for carbon-storing forest plantations. This may
not seem like a real concern in a market economy where land is
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commonly bought and sold and is not seen as the basis of economic
value, but it could be a sharp concern in an agrarian state-run
economy where land is viewed as the national patrimony and as
the only secure basis for durable prosperity. Foreign ownership of
land-use rights may be particularly politically volatile in countries
where foreign colonial dominion is a living memory.
To deal with these concerns about the market power of industrial countries, developing states might be holding out for higher
allowance prices or for other concessions. It is odd, however, that
their initial strategy on JI was to declare that as a legal matter, JI
under the 1992 FCCC applied only to Annex I countries. This claim
rested on a strained reading of Article 4(2)(a), which plainly states
that parties undertaking policies and measures to limit net GHG
emissions “may implement such policies and measures jointly with
other Parties.” There is no limitation on which parties they may
be. Nonetheless, developing countries asserted that they were legally ineligible to participate in JI. It is a curious strategy for someone trying to bid up the price of participation to say that participation
is flatly illegal. If this is so, there is no price increase or other
concession that could induce participation. Either the assertion
about their legal ineligibility was a strategic mistake, or bidding up
the price was not the developing countries’ motivation.
An alternative hypothesis is that developing governments’ representatives to the climate treaty negotiations may gain “rents” at
home from managing, or skimming, government-to-government
aid, but not from private financial flows. Private financial flows
may even seem threatening to political elites in developing countries. So these nations might benefit from private sector allowance trading, but their diplomats might have reasons to resist. This
is not just a problem in developing states. For similar reasons of
bureaucratic power, diplomats from industrial countries may also
prefer government-controlled aid to private-sector trade flows. If
this hypothesis is accurate, countries’ positions on allowance trading might vary depending on whether the domestic allies of the
market sector (e.g. finance and economic ministries) are well represented on their climate change negotiating or policymaking
teams.
Developing countries’ fears of low allowance prices deriving from
market power, and of intrusive landholdings, need to be addressed on
the merits. Policy designs need to be articulated that ensure competition among investors, diversified ownership through mutual funds
and fungible allowances, and time-limited allowances (more akin to
leases than sales). Proposals to concentrate investment decisions
in one entity, such as the World Bank, may only drive developing
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countries away from participation in such a market.
The hypothesized rent-seeking behavior of diplomats needs to
be studied. If it is indeed occurring, merely bringing it to light
could be sufficient to undermine the case against trading. Further, a prime strategy for trading advocates would be efforts to involve the pro-market government agencies and businesses in the
relevant countries.

Conclusions
Though a portion of this paper reviewed “the challenge of climate change policy,” this paper is first and foremost an analysis of
the efficiency and politics of various climate change policy alternatives. It is not about whether global climate change is a serious
imminent threat, but rather about how to design an efficient and
politically feasible policy if there is an international consensus to
control greenhouse gas emissions.
Flexible market-based policy designs such as internationally
tradeable GHG allowances promise enormous advantages over inflexible alternatives. These advantages include: (1) global cost
savings of 50 percent or more; (2) major stimulus for innovation
and diffusion of improved technologies (particularly to developing
countries); (3) large resource flows to poorer countries (at a cost
that is worthwhile to industrialized countries); (4) and built-in incentives for increased breadth of participation and treaty coverage.
No other policy design combines all of these advantages.
Although concerns about allowance allocation, free riders, leakage, baselines, and monitoring and compliance are often raised as
difficulties of a tradeable allowance regime, these concerns afflict
any climate policy that would place an effective constraint on GHG
emissions. Moreover, compared to an inflexible emissions constraint, formal allowance trading would actually ease these concerns.
In contrast to these generic concerns, problems particularly
germane to market-based climate policy include high transaction
costs in the JI and allowance markets, market power, and meddling in the international market by national governments. These
problems deserve closer scrutiny and climate policy needs to be
designed to ameliorate each of these concerns.
Climate policy design is not just a once-and-for-all choice, but
must contemplate the long-term nature of the climate change issue and, thus, the long-term architecture of policy institutions.87
There must be flexibility to adjust the overall constraint in light of
adaptive learning over time, subject to the decision costs and dis38

ruption costs of frequent readjustments. Different policy designs
may inculcate different attitudes toward adjustments. Allowance
holders may resist relaxing the stringency of the constraint,
whereas taxpayers may resist tightening its stringency. Devices
such as time-limited allowances, a futures market, and advance
notice of adjustments (much as central banks foreshadow changes
in interest rates) could reduce transitional dislocations in an allowance system.
If an allowance trading system is adopted, it will be imperative
to keep transaction costs low to enhance cost-effectiveness and to
ensure the latitude to reallocate initially assigned allowances easing the impasse over the initial allocation method. Key steps include:
· relying on private sector actors to conduct trading; requiring little or no preapproval of each individual trade;
· imposing few or no taxes or discounting on JI or on allowance sales across the board;
· imposing no limits on the amount of trading, reportable
abatement credits, or types of abatement technologies
that can be employed;
· fostering organized exchanges to facilitate trades and
spread information;
· fostering mutual funds to diversify risk among JI projects;
· and making opt-ins easy (or automatic) with no large barriers to entry (save appropriate buffers against allowance
price destabilization).
Perfect integrity of the allowance trading system should not
be the enemy of overall social efficiency. Monitoring and accounting criteria should be rigorous without overburdening the trading
system. The major societal and environmental gains from trading,
from attracting more participants, and from comprehensive coverage of all GHGs and sectors, justify a system that is effective without demanding perfect precision.
Most importantly, analysts need to take seriously the distinct
political economy of international environmental regulation. Much
effort has gone into studying the positive political theory and practice of national regulation. Given the stakes involved in issues
like global climate policy, vigorous study of the political economy of
international regulation is warranted.
If the climate negotiations are not just (or even mostly) about
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the climate protection consequences of policy designs, but are also
(or mostly) about moral visions, fairness, social engineering, trade
rivalry and predation, or political power, then a wholly different approach may be needed to understand and predict actual climate
policy. Empirical study of these hypotheses is sorely needed.
International application of efficient policy design confronts
some institutional challenges not faced in the national domestic
context. The voting rule is quite different at the international level;
the requirement of voluntary assent invites greater play for holdouts, free riders, and special-interest rent-seekers. The treaty
must meld the diverse legal systems and cultures of over 150 countries, some of which are important to the climate problem but not
especially market-oriented.
The optimal geographic coverage of a climate treaty appears
to be nearly universal, but achieving this result under a voting
rule of voluntary assent requires choosing a policy design that attracts nearly universal (or widespread and growing) participation.
By lowering costs and offering resource flows, allowance trading
appears to be the best policy design for ensuring broad participation. Meanwhile, allowance trading works best when many countries participate and the exercise of market power is thereby
checked. A GHG market should not be limited to industrialized (
“Annex I”) countries — any interested country should be invited to
participate.
Adoption of an efficient policy design requires building a political “constituency for efficiency.” Education about the efficiency
advantages of allowance trading may increase the demand for and
supply of such policies, but may not be enough if the political opposition derives from a non-efficiency or anti-efficiency agenda. Opposition to efficient policy design motivated by non-climate political
and economic objectives needs to be studied and revealed. The
distribution of gains from an efficient policy design to each country
— such as cost savings, allowance sale revenues, and local pollution control — needs to be analyzed and publicized. These local
gains could provide the basis for assembling a political constituency for efficiency in relevant countries.
Given the voting rule of unanimity, one way that efficiency
might be ensured in climate policy design is for a major player to
be a holdout in favor of efficiency. The most likely candidate to play
this role is the United States. Thus future global climate policy
design may depend fundamentally on the U.S. policy position, as it
did in the negotiations leading to the adoption of the FCCC in 1992.
Compared to the alternatives, the current U.S. proposal for
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formal allowance trading has to be judged encouraging. Still, it can
be improved, and it remains to be seen how the U.S. policy is advanced toward the Kyoto meeting in December 1997 and thereafter.
Some say the environment is too important to be left to markets. Others say the environment is too important to be left out of
markets. Integrating global environmental protection with world
markets — if it can surmount the political obstacles to efficient
policy design — promises dramatic environmental and economic
rewards.
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Table 1

A Hypothetical Example of Gains from Tradeable GHG Allowances

Emissions

(1)
Install Scrubber

Cost Emissions Cost

(2)
Each Reduce 20%

(3)
Each Reduce 20%,
with Trading

Emissions

Emissions

Cost

Cost

Country A

5

0

4?

$40

4

$10

3

2@10 = $20
- $10+ from B = $10

Country B

5

0

4?

$40

4

$40

5

$10+ paid to A

Global Total

10

0

8?

$80

8

$50

8

$20

Note: Requiring each country to install a particular emissions control technology would b even more costly.
It would require A and B to each spend $40, for a total of $80, with emissions reductions that would likely be
less than the desired amounts.
Source: Author's calculations
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(0)
No GHG Control
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